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The Neolithic (ca. 8000–1900 B.C.) underpinnings of early Chinese
civilization had diverse geographic and cultural foundations in dis-
tinct traditions, ways of life, subsistence regimes, and modes of
leadership. The subsequent Bronze Age (ca. 1900–221 B.C.) was
characterized by increasing political consolidation, expansion,
and heightened interaction, culminating in an era of a smaller
number of warring states. During the third century B.C., the Qin
Dynasty first politically unified this fractious landscape, across an
area that covers much of what is now China, and rapidly instituted
a series of infrastructural investments and other unifying mea-
sures, many of which were maintained and amplified during the
subsequent Han Dynasty. Here, we examine this historical se-
quence at both the national and macroscale and more deeply for
a small region on the coast of the Shandong Province, where
we have conducted several decades of archaeological research. At
both scales, we examine apparent shifts in the governance of local
diversity and some of the implications both during Qin–Han times
and for the longer durée.
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Two millennia ago, two empires, situated at the opposite ends
of Eurasia, dominated their respective regions (1). To the

west, Rome was in the process of expanding its conquests across
Europe, whereas to the east, the Han, having assumed power
following the short-lived Qin Dynasty, ruled over most of what is
today China. Although at their peaks these polities were roughly
comparable in spatial extent, the political legacies that followed
their declines were markedly different (2). Whereas the bounds
of the Roman Empire were never historically reconstituted,
Chinese regions, after the initial Qin unification (221 B.C.),
were reintegrated perpetually into one political unit, despite
intermittent periods of disunity (3). From the founding of the
empire to its early 20th-century dissolution, the area from the
Mongolian steppe to the South China Sea was ruled by a single
authority for roughly half this period (1, 2, 4).
Why humans cooperate in large, often relatively durable social

groupings is a key question for contemporary research (5, 6).
Thus the repeated historical renegotiation of China’s continent-
scale political consolidations remains a scholarly focus after
more than a generation of attention (3, 4, 7, 8). One perspective
(3, 4) places great emphasis on biogeography and defensive
concerns, specifically the persistent, perceived military threat of
mobile peoples along China’s northern frontier. Although
northern invasions did occur periodically during China’s history
(3, 8) and military threat does provide strong incentives for
collective action (3, 9, 10), many questions, however, remain
unanswered. Why, in China, was the military challenge met by
successful, albeit not always long-lived, political recon-
stitutions (threats from mobile peoples had no such collabo-
rative effect in Europe) (1)? Why did areas distant and less
threatened by the northern frontier reintegrate, and why did
the repeated reestablishment of empire reunify a landscape
close to the limits achieved originally by the Qin? These
unanswered questions belie a problematic but oft-held premise:

that widespread cooperation was somehow easy to attain in
China, perhaps because the populace shared a long-standing
cultural tradition or ethnic identity (11).
In contrast, we argue that Chinese collective identities (12),

which became social building blocks of large-scale political in-
tegration, were constructed, as evidenced elsewhere (13, 14), and
certainly were not primeval. We recount processes and events,
both before and after the initial Qin unification, that underpinned
the making of more overarching Chinese collective identities,
subsuming strong elements of local customary diversity (15). To
assess this sequence, we examine multiple analytical scales. First,
we synthesize documentary histories (which generally reflect the
perspectives of governing and elite principals) and archaeological
overviews to recapitulate the transitional sequence that ran from
diverse networks of agricultural communities across China during
the Neolithic (ca. 8000–1900 B.C.) to the Qin unification. Then,
to assess the ways in which political edicts and governance practices
played out for lives on the ground, we review the findings from
one region of China (the coast of Shandong Province), even-
tually conquered and integrated by the Qin–Han, where we are
conducting a systemic regional archaeological settlement pat-
tern survey (16–18). Through this multiscalar investigation, we
evaluate both shifting strategies of governance and the ways
that they were negotiated and received in one local context.

Paths from Village Life to Political Unification
Over the last three decades, the advent of new archaeological
and archaeobotanical findings has led to a dramatically new
understanding of the transitions from mobile gatherer–hunters
to sedentary life and farming in China (19, 20). Prior models that
envisioned the radiation of agricultural villages from the Central
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Plain out to the rest of the continent have been revised to reflect
a deeper time and more spatially mosaic Neolithic era that saw
significantly different subsistence preferences, sequences of
change, community patterns, modes of leadership, and even
symbolic representations across the diverse landscapes of China
(21–23). The extent of variation extended well beyond the vari-
ability in subsistence regimes that favored rice in the south and
varieties of millet in the north. By 5000 B.C., across China,
there was marked diversity in the ways that power was funded,
materialized, and communicated between emergent leaders and
associated subalterns with seemingly more collectively oriented
governance in some regions, such as the Central Plain, and more
ruler-centric political formations in others, such as the Yangzi
delta (21, 24, 25).
By the advent of the second millennium B.C., what is today

China was divided into many small polities that, although inter-
acting in down-the-line socioeconomic networks, had distinctive
ways of manifesting power and communicating their identities
through the use of diverse ceramic and other artifactual traditions
(26). Subsequent textual accounts place the roots of early Chinese
civilization in the Central Plain, principally with the Shang (Fig. 1).
Shang rule was aristocratic, based on the veneration of clan
ancestors, access to metal resources, the production and dis-
tribution of bronze vessels, writing, and the materialization of
powerful symbols. During the second millennium, precocious
developments in urbanization, high-intensity metal production,
and early writing did occur on the Central Plain (26, 27). The
first experiments in metal work for China, however, occurred
outside this area (26, 28), and massive population centers also
arose elsewhere associated with highly different indigenous cul-
tural traditions (26).
The initially perceived conception of ancient Shang military

expansionism has narrowed from earlier interpretations, as detailed
archaeological investigations have been undertaken in regions ad-
jacent to the Shang heartland (12, 27). Although involved in the
acquisition of metals, and so extended networks of trade, Shang
conquest and political expansion was limited in geographical extent.
Texts do confirm that the Shang viewed their enemies, especially
those who were able to successfully withstand their military forays
or lay beyond them, as “barbarian” peoples, with distinctive col-
lective identities (29). For example, according to Shang oracle
bones, the barbarian peoples to the east (in Shandong Province)
had their own distinguishing rituals, supernatural spirits, religious
objects, and ceremonies and sacrifices (29).
The defeat of the Shang by the Zhou, whose homeland was in

northwest China (ca. 1046 B.C.), was the first episode of several
during Chinese history where outsiders invaded and conquered

the Central Plain, but then adopted many of the governing and
cultural practices of that region (12, 30). The epoch of Zhou rule
was the longest enduring Chinese dynasty, albeit also a time of
cataclysmic change. Many of the institutions and practices that
underpinned later notions of Chinese identity and governance
first were implemented during that era (30, 31), but the most
significant of these shifts occurred after the Western Zhou pe-
riod (1046–771 B.C.). Western Zhou rulers made near-continuous
efforts to vanquish the people of Shandong to the east, and al-
though they conquered some areas and disrupted others,
people still referenced in texts as “eastern barbarians” were
able to rebuff their military efforts, especially in coastal
Shandong (29, 31).
The subsequent centuries of the Zhou period (Eastern Zhou,

771–221 B.C.) were marked by both political consolidation and
significant shifts in the principals and practices of governance
(12, 30). As typified by the writings of Confucius, there was
a shift in leadership and governance from more aristocratic
forms that were legitimized through linear clan-based ties to
more explicit moral codes and defined social expectations for
rulers, the ruled, and those who administered the functions of
government (9, 30, 32). An emergent nonhereditary bureaucracy
implemented systems of taxation and legal codes (30, 32). The
Eastern Zhou Dynasty endeavored to expand its political hege-
mony in all directions through conquest and political alliance,
but met perpetual resistance, and in the latter centuries of this
era, centralized authority largely broke down, leaving 5–10 for-
merly vassal states across the Chinese landscape to vie for power
and territorial control during the Warring States era (453–221
B.C.) (Fig. 2) (15, 30, 33). Growth in the size of polities along
with the challenges of ruling over increasingly diverse pop-
ulations in the face of persistent political and military com-
petition likely prompted fiscal reforms and the adoption of the
somewhat more collectively oriented policies and practices,
such as investments in public goods (9; ref. 34, pp. 338 and
339). As diverse populations were integrated into ever-larger
states during this era, the contrasts expressed in documents of
the time between Zhou peoples and the barbarians outside the
bounds of the empire were sharpened (32). The long Zhou era
was the time when “the Chinese defined for themselves a cul-
ture as well as a world” (ref. 35, p. 550).

Qin Reforms, Han Programs, and Shifting Notions of Identity
In China, there was no collective Chinese identity at the outset of
the Warring States period; rather, traditional affiliations, in-
cluding language, funerary customs, and notions of time (alma-
nacs), often were associated with local states, albeit polities now

Fig. 1. China, showing places mentioned in text.

Fig. 2. Polities of the Warring States period and location of the Qi wall.
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growing in size (12). The Qin state, one of these local polities,
was vassal to the Zhou and situated to the northwest of the
latter’s core (12, 33). During the fourth century B.C., the Qin
began an episode of conquest that culminated in China’s political
unification. Although subsequent Qin imperial rule was exceed-
ingly short (221–207 B.C.), the changes set in motion during
these times contingently underpinned a national identity and
the course of subsequent Chinese history (12, 15, 33, 36).
With military conquests, the Qin state instituted new govern-

mental policies. An array of initiatives was designed to reorder
longstanding social relations, thereby severing the ties between
subalterns and aristocratic local lords. Other reforms were meant to
strengthen the Qin state by increasing its tax base, expanding its
armies, and redirecting the loyalties and affiliations of all its con-
stituents to a national identity, the Qin state (12, 36). The reforms
were fundamental and multifaceted, including diminishment of
rituals associated with ancestor veneration, binding households into
groups of five that were intended to share responsibility for each
other’s behavior, naming commoners, and placing greater expec-
tations on farmers to join the military (33). Military prowess and
governmental service became means for subaltern social mobility
(33, 36).
Later Qin changes fundamentally altered the rhythms of life

and networks of communication. A uniform system of coinage
was introduced. A census was implemented. The written script
was unified to enhance communication across language/dialect
communities. Registries and tolls were imposed to limit and
track personal movement. Daily and yearly almanacs were syn-
chronized, with the impact of harmonizing rituals and com-
memorations over broader spatial realms (12, 36).
Some Qin directives, both during the century before and im-

mediately after unification, were intended to break down and
reorient existing socialized landscapes. Numerous roads were
built, and river transport was improved. Efforts were made to
connect the walls that had been built at the northern limits of
three of the warring states, which became the genesis of China’s
Great Wall (12, 36). After the defeat of the last competing state,
the Qi, in eastern Shandong, 30,000 families were moved to the

coast to establish a new regional capital at Langyatai (17; ref. 37,
p. 47). Such mass relocations were ordered elsewhere as well (38).
Overall, the reforms instituted by the Qin were geared for

persistent war, conquest, and the bureaucratic redefinition of an
expansive domain (39). Qin governance was underpinned by, and
in certain respects rejected, prior Zhou statecraft, including
certain fundamental social contracts and moral codes (33). Al-
though early texts state that the Qin rulers recognized that the
world had changed with unification, their policies and practices
were legitimized and guided by claims that the emperor was unique
with godlike powers, destined for eternal life (36). Faced with many
potential royal rivals and a massive empire, the Qin Dynasty en-
dured only a few years following the death of the first emperor,
Qinshihuang (also known as Shihuangdi). Infrastructural invest-
ments could not keep up with the rapid tempo of expansion (38).
Dynastic power shifted to the Han (206 B.C.–A.D. 220), who

maintained many of the unifying initiatives of their immediate
predecessors but readopted key elements of Zhou statecraft and
morality, including the “Mandate of Heaven,” which proclaimed
the emperor’s place as a product of supernatural authority rather
than cosmic process (36). During the first centuries of the Han
Dynasty, although greater degrees of power were shared with local
despots, the imperial authority of the centralized empire was re-
affirmed (38). Unity and unification were preferred and associated
with leadership. The overarching imperial order gave primacy to
universality but did not mandate uniformity, thus integrating ele-
ments of diversity (40–42).
At the same time, investment continued in many public goods

projects begun by the Qin. These initiatives and others pushed
and pulled peasants to intensify farming, thereby reaching pre-
viously unprecedented levels of agrarian production (43, 44). In
the A.D. 2 census, the first preserved, the population of China
exceeded 57 million people, which is estimated to be a significant
increase from even a few centuries before (38, 45). The Han
Dynasty bequeathed political, social, and ideological foundations
for empire that endured largely intact for two millennia (38).

Fig. 3. Early Longshan settlement in southeastern coastal Shandong.

Fig. 4. Middle Longshan settlement in southeastern coastal Shandong.
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Integrating Diversity: A Microscale Focus from Coastal
Shandong
We have outlined the sequence of changes at the national scale
that led to the 221 B.C. unification of China and the construction
of belief systems, ideological constructs, bureaucratic blueprints,
and socioeconomic connections that served as the basis for later
episodes of political consolidation. The empirical basis for this
account, however, is almost entirely top–down, derived from
texts, leaving unaccounted for the perspective and presence of
more than 90% of the population. In this section, we cannot give
voice to that majority, but we can gain insights into how these
massive big-scale transitions interfaced with their lives on the
ground for at least one local region, coastal Shandong, that has
been systematically investigated through regional archaeological
settlement pattern surveys (16–18).
Over the past two decades, our collaborative team has im-

plemented a broad-scale walkover of more than 2,288 sq km,
covering a large coastal basin immediately south of the
Shandong Peninsula in eastern China (Fig. 1) (16–18). The aim
of the archaeological survey is to record broad-brush spatial
and temporal perspectives on changing settlement patterns and
demography for the focal region by the systematic recording of
surface archaeological remnants of ancient settlement that are
recovered on the ground and diligently entered on maps (ref. 27,
pp. 221–222; 46). Pottery, the most abundant artifact recovered,
provides a basic means for dating the surface remnants of past
human landscape use and therefore ancient settlement pat-
terns across time. Other visible architectural and archaeologi-
cal features, such as tomb monuments, platforms, ancient walls,
and exposed pits, also are recorded systematically (16, 18).
Based on the settlement survey, coastal Shandong was not

inhabited by a wide network of farming communities until the
latter half (ca. 3000 B.C.) of the Neolithic period (16, 18). Once
the area was settled, however, the population grew rapidly, and
by the Early Longshan period (ca. 2600 B.C.) the regional
population aggregated around three large settlements—
Yaowangcheng in the south, Liangchengzhen in the center, and
Hetou in the north—with population rather evenly distributed
across the area (Fig. 3). Although the material culture inventory

between these three sectors appears homogeneous, these areas
each have somewhat different topographic/environmental set-
tings. The southernmost area is very flat, with wide rivers that
empty into the coast, and is used to farm mostly rice today. The
middle sector includes somewhat more rolling topography, with
narrower watercourses, and the farming economy is mixed, in-
cluding wheat, with only patches of rice. The northernmost area is
most dissected and hilly, although the suite of crops today is broadly
similar to that immediately south of it, with greater representation
of cold-tolerant plants, such as cabbage.
By the subsequent Middle Longshan period (ca. 2400 B.C.), the

population in and around Hetou in the north markedly declined as
the two other centers continued to exceed all others in size (Fig.
4). The ceramics and other material culture in the coastal basin
were different from that found on the Shandong Peninsula (47),
and so we propose that the northern end of our survey region may
have become a kind of buffer or shatter zone between people
affiliated with these different traditions. Likewise, although the
size of these central communities and the density of overall set-
tlement on the coast were not at all indicative of mobile “barbar-
ians referred to in documents,” the ceramic and other artifactual/
symbolic traditions on the coast were sufficiently distinct from
those found on the Central Plain at this time that they could have
been viewed by the people on the opposite side of the Shandong
mountains as ethnically “other.” Furthermore, in accord with the
texts, we found no artifactual or other material indication of
a Shang invasion or direct, persistent presence on the Shandong
coast early in the Bronze Age (29).
Later in the Bronze Age, incursions and influences from the

West did have significant effects on the Shandong coast, al-
though at least during the Western Zhou period, we do not think
that most of the coastal population was incorporated into ex-
pansive polities with capitals outside the investigated region.
Nevertheless, by late in the second millennium B.C., the settle-
ment patterns on the Shandong coast shifted markedly, as both
the size of the largest centers and the region’s overall population
declined (Fig. 5). During the Western Zhou period, many of
the larger communities were moved to elevated, somewhat

Fig. 5. Western Zhou settlement in southeastern coastal Shandong.

Fig. 6. Eastern Zhou settlement in southeastern coastal Shandong.
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defensible, locations along the western edge of the study region.
Together these communities define an alignment of settlements
that then extends from the western edge of the basin to the coast
(north of where Liangchengzhen is situated). The placements of
these settlements define or demarcate the southern two-thirds of
the surveyed region from the north and west. Most of the area
north of this west–east line of settlements continued to be
sparsely occupied as it had been since the decline of Hetou
following the Early Longshan period.
By Eastern Zhou times, there was another significant shift

in the settlement pattern of the coastal basin where we are
investigating (Fig. 6). Many of the earlier Western Zhou
defensible settlements that seemed to define a coastal do-
main were abandoned or diminished in size. Yet overall, the
coastal population increased. At the same time, the head
towns or central places in the region remained relatively
small in size. In accord with the political consolidation
established in documents, the coastal basin likely was in-
corporated into one or more larger states whose capitals were
located outside the study region. Although the regional
population expanded during Eastern Zhou, the population
along the northern edge did not, remaining sparse as it was
for more than a millennium.
The Great Wall of the Qi State (seemingly China’s first great

wall), which was erected early in the Warring States era, was built
east-to-west across much of what is today Shandong Province
(Fig. 2). The rammed earth wall that in places was lined or
bolstered by stones extends more than 600 km. It defined the
southern limits of the Qi polity, which was the last of the large
warring polities to be engulfed by Qin armies before unification.
During the survey, we were able to follow the easternmost ex-
tension of the Qi wall for 50 km as it ran across the northern
limits of our study region (Fig. 7). Therefore, the political border
that the wall demarcated in Warring States times likely had been
a kind of boundary for more than 1,500 years. At least for its
easternmost 50 km, the Qi wall was erected along ridge tops
and followed the highest contours possible, descending to lower
elevations only when there was no other option. The Qi wall
was not exceedingly tall. Thus the wall likely was most effective
as a means to slow down the giant military infantries that are
reported in textual accounts of the Warring States period (48).
Ultimately, after the wall was breached, and the Qi state

defeated by the Qin, Qinshihuang visited these new conquests.
He climbed Langya Mountain, overlooking the coast, and erec-
ted a stela to proclaim his rule (17, 49, 50). Later, according to
textual accounts, as an expression of his delight with the region
and the sea, he relocated 30,000 families to Langyatai (37; ref.
38, p. 47). In line, however, with other programs to construct
a more unified imperial domain, it seems likely that Qinshihuang
was intent to break down long-lived cultural and political divi-
sions by placing a hub of economic and political activity in

an area that for generations was settled sparsely. These Qin
reforms, largely reaffirmed by the Han, appear to have achieved
their aim. The population grew rapidly in the region during Qin–
Han, with the greatest expansion in the northern sector, sur-
rounding the emergent local capital of Langyatai (Fig. 8). Han
settlements were established in what was the earlier shatter zone,
as the harbor and salt resources around the provincial capital
fostered local economic growth (17). Across the coastal basin,
the Han population reached levels not achieved earlier. A
number of towns grew up near natural routes and passes to the
west. These new second-tier settlements likely served as nodal
communities that linked the coast to more inland areas at a time
of increasing communication and socioeconomic integration.

Concluding Thoughts and Implications
By examining (at two analytical scales) diachronic change in
China from the Neolithic to the nation’s first episode of unifi-
cation, we have documented how a diverse landscape inhabited
by people with a multitude of different traditions and economic
pursuits were ultimately unified into one of the largest imperial
domains that the world had seen to that date. There was nothing
preordained or strictly biogeographical when these consolidating
trends first occurred, nor were such factors sufficient when the
rulers and people of China reintegrated themselves into a single
polity in the subsequent two millennia. Likewise, variation in
dialect, culinary traditions, and other customs were maintained,
but these elements of diversity did not crystalize into long-
standing episodes of political fragmentation (51). Rather, the
globally unique tendency for China to be politically unified so
repeatedly at a near continental scale (1–4) was in large part the
consequence of the social construction of an amalgam of broadly
held political ideals, institutional structures and ties, unified
communication technologies and commerce networks (ref. 52,
p. 23), and collective traditions and memories that were initially
negotiated and adopted during the Shang, Zhou, Qin, and Han
eras. Although these practices and institutions certainly did not
remain entirely stagnant, they did become part of the fabric of

Fig. 7. Survey crew walking on the Qi wall as it winds its way up the hilltop
in front of them.

Fig. 8. Qin–Han settlement in southeastern coastal Shandong.
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Chinese collective identities underpinning subsequent efforts for
the reformulation and sustenance of political unity.
More specifically, the forging of new moral codes and so-

ciopolitical contracts and institutions during the Bronze Age
that reworked relations between states, elites, and ordinary
citizens was a foundation and catalyst for subsequent and re-
peated episodes of political consolidation (34, 39). In Europe
during a comparable period of political expansion, Roman
governance, with mostly smaller scale enemies and a focus on
resource extraction, did not institute or negotiate comparable
shifts in these fundamental interpersonal relations (ref. 1, pp. 16
and 17; 53). During the Roman Empire, patronage and patri-
monialism remained key pillars of imperial power (1), and the
legacy after imperial collapse left a much more culturally and
politically fragmented landscape. As a consequence, subsequent

military threats that required defensive responses served as spurs
for more collective action and political response in China,
whereas parallel threats still today do not have a comparable
effect at the opposite end of the Eurasian land mass.
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